OUR PURPOSE CONTINUES TO DRIVE
OUR BUSINESS
Conrad Hilton set out to “fill the earth with the light and warmth of hospitality" over 100 years
ago. Today, our instinct is the same: to look outward and create heartfelt experiences for
Customers, meaningful opportunities for Team Members, high value for Owners and a positive
impact in our Communities.
We are more than just a business.

VISION
At Hilton, we are inspired by
our founding vision, to fill
the earth with the light and
warmth of hospitality.

VALUES
HOSPITALITY
INTEGRITY
LEADERSHIP
TEAMWORK
OWNERSHIP
NOW
Las Vegas, NV - Las Vegas Hilton and Conrad Las Vegas at Resorts World
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OUR DIVERSITY,
EQUITY & INCLUSION
STATEMENT
Diversity is at the core of who we are. We are committed to an equitable
and inclusive workforce that fully represents all ages, genders, sexual
orientation, nationalities, ethnicities, disabilities, military and veteran status,
cultures and viewpoints. Grounded in our founding purpose, we foster an
environment where Team Members can be their authentic selves. Our
global brands provide meeting places for people to connect, creating a
welcoming environment for all.
Understanding our Team Members’ unique perspectives, along with
those of our Customers, Owners and Suppliers, is essential to driving our
competitive performance. Our company will always strive to reflect the
global communities where we live and work.

DIVERSITY

The appreciation of our
unique and collective
differences.

EQUITY

The pledge of fair
treatment, opportunity,
access and advancement
for all Team Members.

INCLUSION

The act of leveraging
differences to foster a
culture and environment
where all are seen, heard,
valued, and respected.
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OUR COMMITMENT TO
DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION

1

Our President and CEO Chris Nassetta chairs the Hilton Executive Inclusion Council
(EIC). The EIC is comprised of the company’s senior leaders and provides oversight and
direction of our diversity, equity and inclusion strategy, metrics and progress.
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A Quarterly Diversity Dashboard, including updates on key diversity metrics and progress
related to our culture, talent and marketplace initiatives, is reviewed by EIC members.
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We are driving transparency by sharing our commitment, internally and externally, to
increase diversity representation at our leadership levels.
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Our leaders are committed to our diversity, equity and inclusion efforts, and we hold
them accountable through Organizational Objectives, tied to compensation, that
measure their contributions toward our diversity commitments. We also monitor
feedback directly provided by our Team Members on our leaders’ focus on creating
equitable and inclusive work environments.
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Through our Executive Committee (EC) Mentoring Program, Chris Nassetta and all EC
members mentor and sponsor diverse emerging leaders on a regular basis.
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Our Board of Directors, of which 25% are ethnically diverse and 50% are female, review our
diversity initiatives, programs and metrics regularly.
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Our Team Member Resource Groups (TMRGs) are all sponsored by a member of our
Executive Committee.
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Leaders are equipped with resources and training to build and sustain inclusive
environments for every Team Member and guest.

9

Our virtual Courageous Conversation series invites thought-leaders to share insights and
engage in meaningful dialogue on diversity related topics that drive awareness, increase
understanding and foster more inclusive workplaces.

“

Hilton hospitality is a powerful,
unifying force that has fueled
greater understanding and served
as an engine of opportunity for
more than a century – for our
Guests, Communities, Partners and
most of all, our Team Members. We
have committed to create the best,
most inclusive home for our Team
Members at Hilton, ensuring they
feel welcomed and empowered
to bring their full selves to work
every day.
Looking forward, we will continue
to hold ourselves accountable to
that commitment through
recruitment, hiring and leadership
targets; partnerships with racial
and social justice organizations;
and ongoing learning and
development opportunities. We
celebrate the diversity of everyone
in our extended Hilton family, and
we appreciate the unique
experiences and perspectives they
share with us every day.

“

Accountability starts with our executive leadership. Our senior
leaders demonstrate ongoing support and commitment to
diversity, equity and inclusion through a variety of channels:

- Chris Nassetta

President & Chief Executive Officer
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WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY
IN OUR DIVERSITY, EQUITY
& INCLUSION JOURNEY

Pledged to ‘Open Doors’ for One Million
YoungPeopleby2019
Launched first Team
Member Resource
Groups (TMRGs)

Established a
global framework
for Diversity and
Inclusion under
Culture, Talent
& Marketplace
initiatives
Created Hilton
Executive Inclusion
Council
Initiated Executive
Committee
Networking Program

2010 - 2011

Partnered with U.S. State Department in
support of Global Equality Fund
Signed White House’s Equal Pay Pledge

Created partnerships with
Black, Hispanic, Asian and
Pacific Islander-serving
colleges and universities

Launched best-in-class parental
leave policies and adoption
assistance

Established relationships
with diverse nonprofit
strategic partners (i.e.
NAACP)

Recognized as DiversityInc Top
50 Companies for Diversity (#42)
• #3 Mentoring
• #4 Supplier Diversity
• #11 Employee Resource Groups

Appointed two women to
the Board of Directors
Launched Multicultural
Marketing Advisory Board
Launched Operation:
Opportunity, our
veteran hiring initiative

2012 - 2013

Recognized as a World’s Best
Multinational Workplace, and as a Great
Place to Work winner 13 countries
• Best Companies to Work for - US (#56)
• Best Workplaces for Women (#56)
• Best Workplaces for Millennials (#60)
Launched Thrive at Hilton: our Team
Member Value Proposition

2014 - 2017

Required Diversity & Inclusion and
Unconscious Bias Training globally for all
managed and franchised properties
Achieved 100% on the Human Rights
Campaign Corporate Equality Index since
2014
Recognized as the #3 World’s Best Workplace in
2021, and as a Great Place to Work in 21
countries and 3 regions,
• Fortune Best Big Companies to Work For
in the US (#1) 2021
• 100 Best Companies to Work for in the US
(#3) 2021
• Best Workplaces for Women (#1) 2021,
2020 and 2019
• Best Workplaces for Millennials (#3) 2021
• Best Workplaces for Parents (#6) 2021
Recognized as #1 on DiversityInc Top 50
Companies for Diversity:
• #6 People with Disabilities
• #3 Mentoring
• #2 Latino Executives
• #5 Executive Diversity Councils
• #3 Native American/Pacific Islander
Evolved TMRG model to extend global reach and
increase participation
Enhanced our systems with more inclusive
identification options (e.g. non-binary)
Shared diversity commitments and
progress on dedicated DEI page of
Hilton Careers website
Signed the DisabilityIN CEO pledge
which furthers our commitment to
disability inclusion

2018 - 2022
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Our strategy is to leverage and promote diversity, equity and inclusion
through a framework of Culture, Talent and Marketplace initiatives
to foster innovation and create a globally competitive business.

Culture

We are proud to create an environment of belonging, where our Team Member voices shape our
culture and business.
• Team Member Resource Groups that celebrate our uniqueness and commonalities, provide a
sense of belonging and foster innovation in our business strategy
• Differentiated development programs that provide opportunities to learn and grow to build
robust, diverse talent pipelines
• Inclusion councils that provide oversight and alignment of our initiatives to the overall Hilton
Global Diversity, Equity and Inclusion framework

Talent

We attract, develop, and retain the best and brightest talent in hospitality.
• A commitment to hire diverse candidates at all levels
• Inclusive recruitment and focus on lifelong learning, development, careers and impact
• Robust partnerships with core schools and organizations (HBCUs, HSIs and MSIs) to deepen
the diverse talent pipelines.
• Semi-annual reporting of Team Member diversity metrics to improve transparency and
drive accountability
• Benefits that build a healthy, caring and flexible organization to support Team Members at
every step of their Hilton journey and life’s most important moments

Marketplace

We engage, support, and create business opportunities in our communities.
• Create pathways to property ownership for women and ethnic minorities through programs that
provide education and networking.
• A supplier program that procures products and services from diversely owned businesses
• Best-in-class ESG programs and philanthropic partnerships committed to advancing
responsible travel and tourism globally.

“

As a business of people
serving people, Hilton
has always been
committed to providing
an equitable and
inclusive workforce and
creating an enduring
sense of belonging.
By building a great
place to work for all, we
can empower our Team
Members to bring their
full, authentic selves to
work each and every
day.

“

OUR DIVERSITY, EQUITY
& INCLUSION STRATEGY

LEADERSHIP SPOTLIGHT

- Laura Fuentes

Chief Human Resources Officer
Executive Committee Sponsor of the Black TMRG
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Culture

We are proud to create an environment of belonging, where our Team Member voices shape
our culture and business.
.
TEAM MEMBER
RESOURCE GROUPS

COURAGEOUS
CONVERSATION SERIES

We celebrate our uniqueness
and commonalities

A virtual series to initiate dialogue
and real change

Thrive at Hilton, our Team Member Value
proposition, is embedded in our culture

Our Team Member Resource Group
(TMRGs) are voluntary groups that bring
together Team Members with shared
backgrounds or interests.

Since 2020, our Courageous
Conversation Series has provided a
platform for intentional
conversations with thought- leaders to
advance allyship, racial and gender
equity, and a more inclusive workplace.

Our ecosystem of programs support the entire
Team Member journey from onboarding, through
their career and after becoming Hilton alumni.

Our TMRGs drive impact by:
• Building communities across all
segments of our workforce

Topics include:

• Providing professional development
opportunities for our Team Members
• Contributing diverse perspectives
and innovations to our business
strategy

• Understanding the impact of
systemic racism
• Creating inclusive “hotel” experiences
for Team Members and Guests
• Importance of mental health, advocacy
and hospitality during the global
pandemic
• Leveraging inclusion in the workplace

LEADERSHIP SPOTLIGHT
“At Hilton, our culture is a reflection of our
individual commitment to our values and an
appreciation for diverse perspectives. With
hundreds of nationalities represented in our
workforce, we are committed to promoting an
equitable and inclusive environment for our
Team Members, Guests and Communities
while leveraging diversity to fuel innovation and
drive our growth. I proudly celebrate our
achievements thus far and embrace all the
opportunities that lie ahead. ”

- DeShaun Wise Porter
Vice President Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and
Recognition

THRIVE AT HILTON

Our best-in-class programs include:
• Go Hilton - leisure-travel discount program
enabling Team Members at all levels to
experience the same great Hilton hospitality
they provide to our guests every day
• Lead@Hilton - our leadership development
framework with a multi-faceted approach to
developing leaders at every level
• Thrive@Hilton Mental Wellness Hub –
centralized resource center with tools for a
variety of mental health challenges including
stress, burnout and others

LEADERSHIP SPOTLIGHT
“In our TMRGs, you get to know and
connect with a lot of people from the
company. As the Hilton Leadership Group
(HLG) sponsor of the Hispanic / Latinx
TMRG, it’s been an amazing ride. It really
feels like a family environment where we
share and continue to innovate, furthering
the company’s progress towards
diversity, equity and inclusion.”

- Juan Corvinos
Senior Vice President Development CALA
HLG Advocate for the Hispanic / Latinx TMRG
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OUR TEAM MEMBER RESOURCE GROUPS
REFLECT OUR DIVERSE WORKFORCE
Our Team Member Resource Groups (TMRGs) represent the diverse segments of our workforce,
including Asian and Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic Latinx, Women, Multi-Generational, Military
Veterans and People with Disabilities. Each TMRG is open to both Team Members who identify
with these communities and their allies.
ASIAN &
PACIFIC
ISLANDER TMRG

BLACK
TMRG

HISPANIC /
LATINX TMRG

Creates a culture of
empowerment, awareness,
advancement and advocacy for
Team Members with visible and
invisible Disabilities, caregivers and
allies. Organizes events, outreach
activities and professional
development in support of Hilton’s
commitment to workplace
accessibility, equity and inclusion
for all.

Attracts, retains and grows API
talent across functions and levels
with recognition of contributions,
access to senior leaders. Drives
Hilton loyalty, awareness and
consideration with API Owners,
Customers and TMs. Celebrates
and promotes awareness of the
unique and diverse API culture.

Prepares Black Team Members to
contribute and grow as leaders at
Hilton within a community of
peers. Promotes internal and
external allyship, awareness,
education and exposure. Prospects
candidates and contributes to the
development of Hilton’s diverse
talent pool.

Celebrates the Hispanic / Latinx
heritage, while creating
opportunities for Hispanic / Latinx
Team Members to actively
contribute to the success of Hilton
through professional and
leadership development, develop
meaningful connections with
senior leadership and continue our
diverse recruitment efforts of
Hispanic / Latinx talent to Hilton.

MILITARY
TMRG

NEXTGEN
TMRG

PRIDE
TMRG

WOMEN’S
TMRG

Supports Veterans, spouses,
military families and their allies with
the resources needed to thrive in
our communities through
employment, community service
and established relationships with
veteran, service-disabled veteran
and military spouse-owned
businesses and non-profit
organizations.

Cultivates a collaborative
workforce culture to promote the
sharing of best practices and
different perspectives across
generations. Connects Team
Members with the resources and
support they need to build
successful careers within Hilton, a
Multi-Generational workplace,
while celebrating and leveraging
generational nuances.

Empowers Hilton Team Members
to confidently show up as LGBTQ+
community members and allies,
creating space to learn, grow and
navigate difficult conversations.
Promotes a space where all
identities and expressions are
accepted through educational
learnings, resources and
experience-centered narratives.

Creates a collective culture to
support the advancement of
Women at Hilton through a
network of engagement,
empowerment and development
which ensures every woman can
thrive. Focuses on providing a
support network, promoting
allyship, inspiring growth and
demonstrating career possibilities.

ABILITIES
TMRG
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THE IMPACT OF OUR
TEAM MEMBER RESOURCE GROUPS
Our Team Member Resource Group (TMRGs) successes are shining examples of Hilton’s commitment to an inclusive workforce that fully
represents many different cultures, backgrounds and viewpoints. In just a short time, our program has grown to be best in class.

Areas of TMRG impact:

16,912

Building COMMUNITIES
across all
segments of our
workforce

Providing professional
development
opportunities for our
TEAM MEMBERS

Fostering
INNOVATION
in our business
strategy

Our TMRG newsletter
“The BRIDGE - Building
Relationships in Diverse Group
Environments” encourages
intersectional engagement across
our TMRGs and features include:

Our Black TMRG and NextGen TMRG
featured acclaimed author,
Kaplan Mobray, to share tips with
Team Members on how to
optimize their personal brands and
advance their careers.

Our Pride TMRG partnered with
International Gay and Lesbian
Travel Association (IGLTA) to
share key insights about LGBTQ+
travelers to inform our approach
to provide even more meaningful
and inclusive travel experiences.

TEAM MEMBERS 1
RESOURCE
8 GROUPS
250 CHAPTERS

2

21.6% TMRG

LEADERS WERE
PROMOTED
IN 2021
COMPARED TO

11% OVERALL

PROMOTION RATE3
1 Global

2 Global

• Reflections from our leaders
• Heritage month celebrations and
programs
• Upcoming events
and learning
opportunities
• Easy access to
DEI resources

Corporate and US Owned and Managed Team Members
Corporate and US Owned and Managed Chapters
Team Members only

3Corporate

This intersectional
event was part of
the Black TMRG
Career Development
series.
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MEANINGFUL MOMENTS FROM OUR
TMRG MEMBERS
We amplify our Team Members’ unique voices and celebrate their stories on our Hilton Careers blog,
social media, internal channels and more to reinforce the importance of our inclusive culture.

Steven, a Team
Member who is
blind, shared his
career path
story and the
work he does to
help make
Hilton more
accessible for all.

Our Black Team Member Resource Group issued a
call to action for all to take deliberate and
measurable steps that lead to advocacy, meaningful
change, and accountability among ourselves, our
teams, and within our communities. Jamaal, Conrad
D.C. Hotel Manager, is one of the many Team
Members practicing this through his leadership,

Our inspiring women at Hilton shared a "Note to
Self" with advice they would give to their
younger selves.
Father and son
Hilton Team
Members, John
and Josh, shared
importance of
mentorship
during combined
50-year Hilton
careers. Josh
hopes to usher in
another
generation to the
company.

In celebration of the 2022 “Year of the Tiger,” our
Asia & Pacific Islander TMRG members around
the world wished #TeamHilton a Happy New Year
in their native languages with customizable eCards.

Raydel , artist and Conrad D.C. bartender, channels his
creativity behind the bar and beyond. Born and raised in
Quivicá
n, Cuba, Raydel is a gifted painter who features
various aspects of his life in his art, everything from his
Hispanic heritage to his work at Hilton.

Kathleen, one of our
Military TMRG
Leaders and Military
spouse with her
daughters and
husband upon his
return from an
overseas deployment.

Some of our EMEA
Pride TMRG members
celebrating Manchester
Pride 2021. Creating a
safe space for our Team
Members to be their
true, authentic selves at
work has the most
impact when we work
together.
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DEVELOPING AN INCLUSIVE &
RESPECTFUL WORKPLACE CULTURE
Our virtual Courageous Conversation series is dedicated
to intentional conversations with thought leaders to advance
awareness, understanding and a more inclusive workplace.

Inclusive & Respectful
Workplace Training
Curriculum:

This season topics have included: “Leading with Hospitality in Times of Crisis”, “Mental Wellness
– Training Like a Champion” and “Leveraging Inclusion in the Workplace to Maximize
Performance“. We are proud to have partnered with thought leaders including José
Andrés, Pau Gasol, and Dr. Jacinta Jiménez.

All hotel and corporate Team
Members are required to complete
annual training as part of Hilton’s
commitment to an inclusive and
respectful environment for all.

More than ten thousand Team Members have joined these internal sessions and
utilized the Conversation Guide learning resources for self-reﬂection and small
group discussions.

Core Components
11

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
/ Unconscious Bias

Build awareness of the implicit bias all
humans have and how to overcome this to
create an inclusive environment for all.
22

33

THE IMPACT TO OUR TEAM MEMBERS:

“

This series has educated
me to speak more
confidently and be a
better ally! I have
learned so much and
makes me even more
proud to work for Hilton.

“

Thank you for all of the
amazing work you are
doing with this series! I’ve
participated in all the
sessions, and I must say
that the session on Mental
Wellness was my favorite!

“

“

“

I enjoyed Chef Andrés’
way of using the “long
table” as a place for
everyone to be included to
share stories and listen
with respect. Thank you,
Hilton for making this
event happen

44

Anti-Trafficking

Learn the signs of human trafficking for
sexual or labor exploitation and know how
to take action.

Code of Conduct

Commit to acting with integrity and
maintaining the highest ethical standards.

Harassment-Free Workplace

Create a positive environment for all,
avoiding actions which create a hostile or
offensive environment for others.
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“

Thrive at Hilton is embedded in our culture
and is supported by an ecosystem of programs.
Thrive at Hilton, our Team Member Value Proposition, inspires our Team Members to bring
their best selves to work every day and to be their authentic selves at every step of their
career journey

Joining
Operation: Opportunity

Hired over 35,000 veterans, military spouses,
and their dependents since 2014

Diversity for All

Education efforts include Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion and Unconscious Bias
trainings for all Team Members

Psychologically Safe Workplace

Working
Health and Physical Well-being
Programs

Providing multiple choices for affordable health
insurance, supplemented with on-site health
clinics at select locations, 24x7 virtual care, gym
discounts, and free onsite flu shots and health
education

Family-Focused Programs

Creating inclusive environments where all
Team Members feel safe, heard and valued
with e-Learning courses and resource
kits to help support both Team Members
and Managers

Supporting the family through industryleading parental and bereavement leave,
adoption assistance, new parent support via
ThriveGlobal, upgraded Mothers Rooms,
breastmilk transportation for new mothers,
and backup care

Team Member Resource Groups

Financial Well-being Programs

Supporting company goals, promoting
professional growth and providing
company insights from the group’s
vantage point

Careers@Hilton

Provide career guidance and opportunities
to young people through annual
awareness campaigns

Heart of House

Renovating the back of house and
providing new wardrobe options to
Team Members

Industry leading 401k with employer match,
student loan support, and online financial
education

Recognition Programs

Curated programs designed to recognize
Team Members and our impact around the world

Employee Stock Purchase Program

Giving Team Members an opportunity to take
ownership in the success of Hilton

Emotional Well-being Programs

Providing free onsite and virtual counseling, legal
advice, child-and elder care resources, and grief
counseling

Growing
Leadership Development

Providing Team Members at every level with
resources to develop and hone their leadership
skills for career growth and success through our
Leadership Development framework,
Lead@Hilton

Go Hilton

Offering deep hotel discounts to enable Team
Members at all levels – and their family and
friends – to experience the same great Hilton
hospitality they provide to our guests every day
all around the world

Thrive Sabbatical

Helping our Team Members thrive and bring
their dreams to life with a paid sabbatical

General Manager Academy

Developing new and established GMs and HMs
with a dedicated curriculum based on nine core
business capabilities essential for success

Continuing Education Benefit

Leading the hospitality industry with our
partnership with Guild, providing debt-free
education for U.S.-based Team Members

Career Pathways for All

Providing job-specific career maps for positions
in hotel operations

NEW FOR 2022: A first-in-industry continuing education benefit to provide debt-free education through our partnership with Guild.
This will include English Language Learning, HS Completion, plus select professional certifications, associate’s and bachelor’s degrees for U.S.-based
Team Members. Hilton will cover tuition, books and fees for programs available through our curated catalog.
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Talent

LEADERSHIP SPOTLIGHT

We attract, develop, and retain the best and brightest talent in
hospitality.

Recruiting

We are committed to sourcing and hiring gender and ethnically diverse talent

Developing

We have a deliberate focus to develop and elevate internal talent

We provide an industry-leading leadership framework that provides professional
development opportunities for Team Members at every level of the organization:
• Lead@Hilton leadership programming for all Team Members
• Signature development programs for diverse groups of emerging leaders
• Partner with Harvard for virtual leadership programs and publications to support leaders
at all levels
• Formal mentoring programs for ethnically-diverse and women leaders
• First-in-industry Continuing Education benefit through our partnership with Guild

Leading

We are committed to increasing the diversity of our leadership

Our senior leaders are committed to increasing diversity at all leadership levels.
• Inclusive leadership training for corporate and hotel leaders
• Focused talent review and career conversations tied to growing a diverse talent pipeline
• Measured and actionable feedback and performance to assess progress quarterly and
annually

By the end of 2027, we are committed to achieve global gender parity
and 25% US ethnic representation at our corporate leadership levels.

“

At Hilton, we believe
that hiring, developing
and advancing talented
Team Members who
represent richly diverse
backgrounds and
experiences builds an
engaging workplace
for everyone. We know
that our Team Members
are the heart of all that
we do and we value the
unique perspectives
and individual strengths
that each person brings
to our Hilton team.

“

We establish pipelines of diverse talent through partnership engagement, scholarship
endorsement and our referral program.
• Engagement with diversity-focused, professional organizations, colleges and universities
to build pipelines of diverse talent
• Sponsoring scholarships and professional conferences for diverse talent
• All hiring managers and interviewers are trained to reduce bias throughout the process
• Hotel and corporate internship programs to develop future leaders

- Gretchen Stroud
Senior Vice President
Talent
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SHARING OUR DIVERSITY,
EQUITY & INCLUSION PROGRESS
We believe transparency is a key part of our DEI journey.

Our Diversity, Equity & Inclusion site is one click from the Career Website home page and proudly demonstrates our commitment to DEI.

Features include:

•
•
•
•

Our DEI commitments and updates on our progress
Sub-pages on Culture, Talent, and Marketplace
Team Member stories/video testimonials
Awards & recognition

We are sharing our US workforce representation.
Click here to learn more

Operation: Opportunity Our Veteran Focus

We have hired over 35,000 Veterans, spouses,
and dependents in the last eight years. With shared
values like leadership, integrity and teamwork,
Veterans, spouses, caregivers and dependents
provide a unique set of highly transferable skills and
experiences to our company.

Pathways and Continuing Education

These programs diversify talent pipelines by
investing in nontraditional, overlooked talent pools.
Our Pathways office supports our commitment to
create ﬁve million career opportunities for Team
Members and communities.

Click here to view our DEI site

Our Continuing Education beneﬁt (available now for
US Team Members) ensures that all our talent pools
(including youth, refugees, differently-abled,
second chance and encore careers) will have
ample resources to learn and grow, with programs
like English Language Learning, HS Completion &
select degrees.
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NEW PATHWAY GROUPS WILL
EXPAND OUR TALENT PIPELINE
Key Pathways Groups:
CURRENT
• MILITARY - Support military and military
family member recruiting efforts to gain
high preforming talent and drive
additional value for the business
through tax credits, recognition,
customer acquisition and sales
Anchor Partner: U.S. Military and related
organizations
• YOUTH - Support and re-ignite
relationship with key youth hiring
initiatives to bring in a new generation
of talent and support our Travel with
Purpose commitments
Anchor Partner: International Youth
Foundation

PROPOSED
• ABILITIES - Create opportunities and remove barriers in partnership with organizations to
become an employer of choice for those with disabilities
Anchor Partner: National Organization on Disability (NOD)
• REFUGEES - Establish NGO partners, work with hotels on hiring and onboarding strategies
for refugees, and implement support services such as EAP for re-settlement
Anchor Partner: TENT
• SURVIVORS OF TRAFFICKING - Build a support program focused on hiring survivors of
trafficking through retraining, reskilling and partnerships with organizations that help them
rebuild their lives
• SECOND CHANCE EMPLOYMENT – Consider “second chance employment” for specific
roles and establish a key partner to help build a pilot program
• ENCORE CAREER – Focus on hiring parents returning to the workplace, retirees, in
partnership with AARP to capture the market share of employees looking for additional
work after leaving their primary career
Exploring Partner: Reserve Squad

FOR ALL PATHWAYS: We will leverage global partners for support | Build toolkits for hotels to activate locally | Track progress towards
commitments | Amplify our impact and stories | Connect back to our business in meaningful ways
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MENTORING & SPONSORING
We are committed to cultivate and prepare our talent for their next level of leadership through
direct engagement and advocacy.
Both mentoring and sponsoring are key components of how we grow and develop our future leaders.
Our work in this space includes:
EC Mentoring and Sponsoring - Every EC member commits to mentoring and sponsoring diverse rising leaders from across the
business. Our most senior leaders engage directly with rising talent through quarterly meetings and ongoing advocacy and support.

SVP Mentoring – We have expanded our formal mentoring program to include Senior Vice President mentors, enabling us to reach
additional levels of diverse leaders. Mentors and mentees receive training and community-building opportunities to enrich their experience.

Mentoring for ALL - In addition to formal mentoring programs, we encourage all leaders to actively sponsor and mentor talent across
the organization. Our TMRGs also host mentoring and connection opportunities and regularly engage in informal mentoring. We also
provide toolkits to help mentors and mentees get started and make the most out of their mentor-mentee partnership.

MENTOR SPOTLIGHT

MENTEE SPOTLIGHT

“Every leader has both a responsibility and an
opportunity to engage and develop our rising
talent. Mentors are an essential part of
professional and personal growth and can help
you gain new perspectives and thoughtfully
plan your career journey. I find my mentoring
engagements rewarding and enlightening. A
great mentor-mentee partnership allows
insights and learning to flow both ways and
helps both Team Members continue to grow
and thrive.”

“The EC mentoring program has provided me
with access to valuable insights from one of
our Executive Committee members. This
experience has allowed me to learn, receive
guidance, and broaden my horizons through
the information that I was able to gain. The
program has been a valuable part of my
continued growth at Hilton. I am extremely
grateful to the EC for investing their time
and allowing me to participate in this
program.”

- Kristin Campbell
EVP, General Counsel & Chief ESG Officer
EC Sponsor for the Women’s TMRG

- Furqan Huda
VP, Capabilities & Customer Platforms
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Marketplace

Strategic Partners:

We engage, support, and create business opportunities
in our communities.
Diversity is continually promoted within our marketplace through our supplier diversity
program, multicultural marketing to diverse customer segments, partnerships with numerous
diverse nonprofit organizations, and development of property own ership opportunities for
women and ethnic minorities. We partner with key stakeholders to create opportunity in the
marketplace for Suppliers, Customers, Communities and Owners.
Through our award-winning supplier diversity program, which began nearly a decade ago, we
have cultivated relationships with over 5,000 Women-, Minority-, Veteran-, LGBTQ-,
Disabled-Owned and small businesses in the U.S. In 2021, we sourced from 2,500+ Supplier
Diversity Program partners, accounting for over $220 million of our supplier spend.
Hilton recognizes the importance of an ownership community that includes diverse, unique and
global representation, which is why we are committed to ensuring diverse membership on our
Hilton Owner Advisory Council (OAC). The Hilton OAC includes ownership group leaders that
represent Hilton’s owner community and advise on our brand, commercial and product initiatives
and strategies. Hilton delivers educational programs and networking events to inform potential
owners on hotel ownership opportunities.
At the heart of our Corporate Responsibility strategy, Travel with Purpose, is the fundamental
belief that any Team Member can make a difference, and that we as individuals, teams, hotels, and
a company can positively impact the communities where we live, work, and travel.

...and more

SUPPLIER SPOTLIGHT

OWNER SPOTLIGHT

“Zones is not only an IT services
provider, but also an advocate for
shaping the lives of our employees,
our communities, and our world
through investing in the diverse
community and uplifting others.”

“Introducing women and people of
color to hotel ownership early on will
change the trajectory of their lives.”

- Firoz Lalji

Owner, Zones LLC

IMPACT AT HILTON: As a global provider, Zones
is an excellent strategic partner for Hilton on a
worldwide scale. Like Hilton, Zones is devoted
to shaping programs that identify minority
suppliers with the capacity to fulﬁll national
contracts and will help maximize our diverse
supplier inﬂuence.

- Tracy Prigmore

Hampton Inn Owner/Franchisee

FUN FACT: Founder of “She Has a Deal”After having a positive experience as a firsttime Franchisee at Hilton, Tracy wanted to give
back to people of color and women who wish to
get into hotel ownership but faced two big
challenges: the lack of representation and
access to capital. These challenges inspired her
to form the "She Has a Deal" program which
includes an annual hotel pitch competition and
educational opportunities for aspiring hotel
investors.
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PRIORITIZING OUR COMMUNITIES
Hilton and the Hilton Effect Foundation deliver the light and warmth of hospitality
to those who need it the most.
A core pillar of the Hilton Effect Foundation is to support our
communities during both good and challenging times to ensure
they remain strong and resilient for generations to come. As
communities continue to experience the impact of COVID-19
and the increasing threat of climate change, the Hilton Effect
Foundation is investing in grants to restore and build resiliency
for people hardest hit.

In 2021, the Hilton Effect Foundation...

Click here to read more about our 2021 Hilton Effect
Annual Grants.

Awarded $1.5 Million in Hilton
Effect Annual Grants, including the
funding of 14 grants to
organizations to restore and
strengthen communities
worldwide impacted by the COVID19 pandemic and the increasing
threat of climate change.

A group from the Hilton Bali joined Sungai Watch, a
2021 HEF Annual Grantee, for a mangrove cleanup as
part of their Hilton Effect Week volunteer activities.

190,000+ Volunteer Hours

During 2021, our employees around the
world volunteered more than 190,000 hours
in their local communities.

We continue to make
progress towards our Travel
with Purpose 2030 Goals

Established partnership with The Memorial
Foundation, which supports innovative
educational programs and cultivates
meaningful ideas that honor and exemplify
Dr. Martin Luthor King Jr.’s values. The Hilton
Effect Foundation provides support for their
Global Youth Leadership Conferences as well as
the Social Justice Fellows program.
Hilton Team Members attend the 10 th
Anniversary Celebration of the MLK Jr. Memorial
in Washington, D.C.

Continued to partner with International Youth
Foundation, launching Passport to Success
Concierge, an online soft skills course that is free
to youth around the globe who are interested in
building the core skills for a career in travel and
tourism. Students from 64 countries can access
PTS Concierge in 5 languages.
Youth in Mauritania testing the new
French language version of PTS Concierge.

Click here to read more about our 2021 Hilton
Effect Annual Grants.

Travel with Purpose is our
commitment to redefine sustainable
travel. By 2030, Hilton commits to
enhance our social impact and
significantly reduce our
environmental footprint. All of our
2030 Goals can be found on
cr.Hilton.com.
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RECOGNIZED FOR OUR

AWARD-WINNING
CULTURE
Top Employer
Top Supplier Diversity Program Top
LGBT-Friendly Company
Black EOE Journal Best of the Best,
2021
LGBTQ Business Equality Excellence Award
Business Equality Network (BEQ) Pride,
2021
Top 50 Companies for Diversity (#1)
Top Companies for People with Disabilities (#6)
Top Companies for Employee Resource Groups (#8)
Top Companies for Mentoring (#3)
Top Companies for Executive Diversity Councils (#5)
Top Companies for Sponsorship (#7)
Top Companies for Philanthropy (#3)
Top Companies for Veterans (#10)
Top Companies for Environmental, Social &
Governance
Top Companies for Board of Directors (#6)
Top Companies for Latino Executives (#2)
Top Companies for Asian American Executives (#12)
Top Companies for Native American/Pacific Islander
(#3)
DiversityInc, 2021
Best Companies to Work For (#18)
Best CEO for Women (#11)
Fairygodboss, 2020
Best Employers for Diversity, 2021
Best Employers for Women, 2021
Best Employers for Veterans, 2021
Forbes, 2021
Companies Committed to Diversity Hiring
Best Places to Work (#45), 2021
Top CEOs (#79), 2019
Glassdoor

Recognized as the #3 World’s Best Workplace and
received the following Country Wins around the
World in 2021:
• Argentina (#1)
• Austria (#3)
• Brazil (#3)
• Canada (#1)
• China (#1)
• Colombia (#5)
• Germany (#11)
• Italy (#5)
• Netherlands (#10)
• Peru (#1)
• Poland (#4)

• Portugal (#4)
• Qatar (#3)
• Saudi Arabia (#5)
• Spain (#7)
• Sri Lanka (Named to list)
• Switzerland (#4)
• Turkey (#1)
• United Arab Emirates (#5)
• United Kingdom (#1)
• United States (#3)

Best Workplaces for Women (#1), 2021
Best Workplaces for Parents (#6), 2021
Best Workplaces for Millennials (#3), 2021
100 Best Companies to Work for in the US (#3) 2021
Fortune Best Big Companies to Work For in the US
(#1) 2021
Great Place To Work (U.S)
Top Employer
Top Supplier Diversity Program Top
LGBT-Friendly Company
Hispanic Network Best of the Best,
2021
Corporate Equality Index (CEI) rating of 100%
Human Rights Campaign Foundation (HRC),
2022
Top 50 Companies for Latinas to Work For (#23)
LATINA Style, 2021
Best for Vets (#9)
Best for Vets in Hospitality (#1)
Best for Vets in Virginia (#3)
Military Times, 2021

Military Friendly® Company – Top 10 (#5)
Military Friendly® Employers – GOLD
Military Friendly® Supplier Diversity Program
– Top 10 (#10)
Military Friendly® Spouse – Top 10 (#2)
Military Friendly® Brands - Top 10 (#7)
Military Friendly®, 2022 – Over 5
Billion category
Best of the Best Corporations For Inclusion
NGLCC and National Business Inclusion
Consortium, 2021
Leading Disability Employeer
National Organization on Disability
(NOD) 2021
America’s Top 50 Organizations for
Multicultural Business Opportunities
Omnikal Omni 50, 2020
Top Veteran Friendly Company
Top Supplier Diversity Program
U.S. Veteran Magazine Best of The Best,
2021
The Valuable 500 Commitment
Valuable 500
Veteran Employee Leadership Award
Veteran Champion of the Year in Corporate
America Award
Viqtory Media, 2021
Top Employer
Top Supplier Diversity Program Top
LGBT-Friendly Company
Professional Woman’s Magazine Best
of the Best, 2021
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